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    Abstract
This paper investigates the use of the general purpose

automatic differentiation (AD) tool called Automatic
Differentiation of FORTRAN (ADIFOR) as a means of
generating sensitivity derivatives for use in Boeing
Helicopter’s proprietary comprehensive rotor analysis
code (V11).  ADIFOR transforms an existing computer
program into a new program that performs a sensitivity
analysis in addition to the original analysis.  In this
study both the pros (exact derivatives, no step-size
problems) and cons (more CPU, more memory) of
ADIFOR are discussed.  The size (based on the number
of lines) of the V11 code after ADIFOR processing
increased by 70 percent and resulted in substantial
computer memory requirements at execution.  The
ADIFOR derivatives took about 75 percent longer to
compute than the finite-difference derivatives.  However,
the ADIFOR derivatives are exact and are not functions
of step-size.  The V11 sensitivity derivatives generated
by ADIFOR are compared with finite-difference
derivatives.  The ADIFOR and finite-difference
derivatives are used in three optimization schemes to
solve a low vibration rotor design problem.

   Introduction
Comprehensive rotorcraft analyses are complex and

multidisciplinary in nature.  Over the past 15 years,
optimization methods have been applied to increasingly
sophisticated rotorcraft design problems1–13.  Most of
these authors use a single gradient-based optimizer.  An
important aspect of any optimization method that uses a
gradient-based optimizer is the sensitivity analysis  
which calculates the derivatives of the objective function
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and constraints with respect to the design variables.  In
most rotorcraft optimization applications1–7, finite-
difference techniques are used to calculate the
derivatives.  However, some researchers10 have derived
analytical expressions for the derivatives and added these
to the rotorcraft analysis codes.

Finite-difference derivatives are easy to implement
but are step-size dependent and can be difficult to use,
particularly if the optimal step-size depends on the value
of a design variable.  In addition, small variations or
inaccuracies in the function values lead to large
variations in the derivatives.  This is particularly true in
Boeing’s V11 code11-13, where the calculation is the
result of numerous iteration loops that are converged to
finite tolerances.  Analytical derivatives are not step-size
dependent.  However, derivation and coding of the
analytical expressions can be time-consuming.
Furthermore, for comprehensive rotorcraft analysis
codes, the required expressions may not be readily
available.  Symbolic manipulation methods can
automate the derivation and coding of analytical
derivatives but these methods can lead to large,
cumbersome expressions and inefficient codes.  An
alternate method is the use of automatic differentiation
(AD) methods.  Progress has been made in developing a
general purpose AD tool known as Automatic
Differentiation of FORTRAN (ADIFOR).

ADIFOR is a general purpose AD tool that has been
applied to many codes14–21.  ADIFOR development is
funded jointly by Rice University, Argonne National
Laboratory, NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC),
the Department of Energy, and the National Science
Foundation.  Rice University and Argonne National
Laboratory develop the mathematical foundation for the
tool as well as the software tool itself.  NASA LaRC
provides direction for research and development,
provides testing and feedback from the user perspective,
and is involved in transferring the tools and techniques
to industry.

ADIFOR21 transforms an existing computer program
into a new program that performs both a sensitivity
analysis and the original analysis.  If the original
FORTRAN program calculates a set of dependent
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(output) variables from a set of independent (input)
variables, then the new FORTRAN program calculates
the partial derivatives of the dependent variables with
respect to the independent variables.  The ADIFOR
technique is not an automatic implementation of finite
differencing that produces approximate derivatives and is
dependent upon proper step-size, nor is it related to
symbolic manipulation, which requires reprogramming
in a special-purpose language and results in convoluted
expressions for the derivatives.  Rather, ADIFOR is a
systematic implementation of the chain rule of
differentiation.  ADIFOR produces derivatives to
machine accuracy at a cost that is comparable with that
of finite-differencing methods.

Reference 20 describes the use of ADIFOR to
generate sensitivity derivatives of the comprehensive
rotor aerodynamic and dynamic analysis
CAMRAD/JA22.  The ADIFOR derivatives were
compared to finite-difference derivatives for four design
variables; no optimization was performed.  This
successful demonstration of ADIFOR on a
comprehensive rotorcraft analysis led to a joint effort
with Boeing Helicopter Philadelphia to apply ADIFOR
to Boeing’s proprietary comprehensive rotorcraft
analysis code and then to use these derivatives in several
gradient-based optimization schemes.

Since 1995 Boeing Helicopter Philadelphia and the
Multidisciplinary Optimization Branch (MDOB) at
NASA LaRC have been involved in a joint effort
examining issues involved in applying gradient-based
optimization methods and efficient sensitivity analysis
to Boeing Helicopter’s proprietary V11 code.  The V11
code is Boeing’s TECH-01 code coupled with a gradient-
based optimizer.

TECH-0123 is Boeing’s interdisciplinary
comprehensive rotorcraft code.  It includes such features
as elastic blades with nonuniform properties,
nonuniform downwash with vortex effects, and
nonlinear three-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics.
The blade dynamics are represented by up to 50 lumped
masses interconnected in series by elastic elements.
Essentially, the code computes the response due to the
blade’s airload.  As the blade deforms or responds, the
effective angle of attack is changed, which therefore
changes the perceived airloads.  The process is iterated
until convergence is obtained.

The optimizer NPSOLN11-13 is a Boeing-modified
version of the NPSOL optimizer24.  It is a set of
FORTRAN subroutines designed to minimize a smooth
function (i.e., at least twice-continuously differentiable)
subject to constraints.  The constraints can be simple
bounds on the design variables, linear constraints, or

smooth nonlinear constraints.  The sensitivity analysis
uses finite-difference techniques.

Boeing provided the V11 code and a sample
optimization problem to MDOB.  The sample problem
was a low-vibration rotor optimization problem.
MDOB applied the ADIFOR tool to the V11 source
code to generate the derivatives of the objective function
and constraints.  This paper describes this effort and
compares these ADIFOR derivatives to finite-difference
derivatives.  Results using the ADIFOR derivatives and
finite-difference derivatives are presented for three
optimization schemes - a procedure using  a sequential
linear programming technique, a procedure using a
sequential quadratic programming technique, and a
procedure using a sequential unconstrained minimum
technique.

    Rotor Blade Design Problem
The rotor blade design problem11–12 represented a

typical three-bladed, tandem rotor helicopter with an
advanced rotor having blade tip sweep.  The rotor was
discretized into a model consisting of 13 bays, of which
the 10 outboard bays had airloads applied.  Airloads
were applied for two flight conditions.  This rather
simple model was chosen because it captured the main
effects of the vibration problem and still had a rather
short function evaluation CPU time of about one
minute per airspeed on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation*.
The goal is to reduce the fixed system vibratory hub
loads by tailoring the blade properties.  There were 56
design variables representing the level of section mass,
stiffness (in flap, chord, and torsion), and chordwise
center of gravity position for the different stations along
the span of the blade.  The only constraint limited the
nondimensional total rotor weight to be less than or
equal to 1.685.

Results for two objective functions are presented in
this paper.  The first objective function, which will be
referred to as the “Vibration Function”, minimized the
hub forces and moments.  It was a linear combination
of the weighted fixed system 3/rev and 6/rev three hub
forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and two hub moments (Mx, My) for
two flight conditions.  The 3/rev loads were weighted as
being twice as important as the 6/rev loads and the
airspeeds were weighted equally.  Optimization results
using this objective function have been published
before11–12.

The second objective function, which will be referred
to as the “Inplane Function”, minimized just two of the
hub forces.  It was a linear combination of the weighted
fixed system 3/rev and 6/rev two inplane hub forces (Fx,

*Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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Fy) for two flight conditions.  The weighting factors
were the same as those used for the first objective
function.  Results for this objective function have not
been published before.

    Optimization Scheme
To examine the effect of optimizers on the rotor

blade design problem described above three different
gradient-based optimization schemes were used — a
Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) technique, a
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) technique,
and a Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique
(SUMT) were used.  The reader is referred to references
25 and 26 for more discussion on these optimization
techniques.

    Sequential        Linear        Programming       (SLP)        Technique   
The SLP technique consists of the general purpose

optimization program CONMIN27 and an approximate
analysis which is used to reduce the number of analyses
during the iteration process.  The approximate analysis
is used to extrapolate the objective function and
constraints with linear Taylor Series expansions using
derivatives of the objective function and constraints
with respect to the design variables during a design
iteration
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iteration is defined as an analysis (i.e., evaluation of F0
and g0 ), a sensitivity analysis (i.e., evaluation of
gradients), and a line search.  The assumption of
linearity will not introduce a large error into the
analysis provided the changes ∆X are small.  Errors
which may be introduced by use of the approximate
analysis are controlled by imposing “move limits” on
each design variable during the iteration process.  A
move limit which is specified as a fractional change of
each design variable value is imposed as an upper and
lower design variable bound.  At the present time the
move limits are manually adjusted.

    Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) Technique   
The SQP (NPSOLN) technique is an algorithm in

which the search is broken down into a sequence of
quadratic subproblems, each of which uses an
approximation to the Hessian.

    Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique
   (SUMT)   

The SUMT used in this work is the general purpose
optimizer KSOPT28.  KSOPT uses the Kreisselmeier-
Steinhauser (KS)29 function to convert a constrained
optimization problem into an unconstrained
optimization problem.  KSOPT uses the Davidon-
Fletcher-Powell (DFP) algorithm to find the
unconstrained, one-dimensional search direction and a
three-point quadratic polynomial approximation to find
the unconstrained minimum.

    ADIFOR Processing of the V11 Code
The V11 code has been processed through ADIFOR

in a “Black Box” fashion — the independent and
dependent quantities are identified and the entire code is
processed through ADIFOR.  For the low vibration
rotor blade optimization problem, the independent
quantities are the design variables X, and the dependent
quantities are the objective function F and the
constraints g.  The exact form of the objective function
F, the number of design variables X, and the number of
constraints g are determined from an input file.  Thus
the V11 code only needs to be processed once through
ADIFOR, regardless of the number of design variables,
the terms used in the objective function, and the
constraints.

Before processing the V11 code through ADIFOR, a
few modifications to the V11 code were necessary since
ADIFOR required the code to be ANSI standard.  Also
the call to the NPSOLN optimizer was temporarily
removed.  After ADIFOR processing the call to
NPSOLN was reinstated.  The source code of all math
library routines was also included in the analysis code.
Although ADIFOR will process even if the source code
for the math library routines is not included, the
resulting derivative may be incorrect because a portion
of the derivative may not be calculated.

The V11 code  has 139,376 lines.  After processing
through ADIFOR, the augmented code (original code
plus the sensitivity code) grew to 236,531 lines.  In the
augmented code, if ADIFOR determines there is a
dependency of a quantity on the independent variable,
then a new array, augmented by another dimension
representing the gradients, is added to the code.  These
new arrays can increase the memory requirements of the
augmented code substantially.  The size of that
dimension is the number of independent variables being
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processed.  In the worst case, the memory requirement
of the augmented code is the original memory times the
number of independent variables.  When the V11 code
was processed through ADIFOR with 56 design
variables, it was found that the memory required to
execute the augmented code exceeded the memory
available.  Therefore, the V11 code was processed
through ADIFOR using 7 independent variables.  The
augmented code was then modified to evaluate the
ADIFOR derivatives using 7 design variables at a time
until all 56 design variables were used.  Thus during a
design iteration using ADIFOR derivatives, 8 extra
function evaluations are performed since the gradients
had to be generated in blocks of 7 design variables at a
time.  In the ADIFOR-generated code, the function
evaluation occurs along with the derivative evaluations.
If a computer with enough memory were available,
these extra function evaluations would not be necessary.
When large codes are being used, this expansion in array
sizes has an effect on computer resources that must be
considered.

    Observations on Incorporating ADIFOR Derivatives
     With Different Optimization Schemes

Processing the V11 code through ADIFOR was fairly
simple once the V11 code was changed to satisfy the
ANSI standard.  Once the code was ANSI standard, it
took about two days to pre- and post-process the code
through ADIFOR to obtain the augmented code.

Implementing the ADIFOR derivatives in the SLP
and SUMT schemes was easier than in the SQP
scheme.  The optimizers used in the SLP and SUMT
schemes (CONMIN and KSOPT, respectively) have a
flag indicating when gradients need to be calculated.
Therefore the user has control over which version of the
V11 code to use — the original code when objective
function and constraints are required and the ADIFOR
version of the code when gradients are required.  The
optimizer used in the SQP scheme (NPSOLN) does not
have such a flag.  The user has no control over which
version of the V11 code to use.  Thus, NPSOLN used
the ADIFOR version of the code even when only the
objective function and constraints evaluations were
required, resulting in a substantial computational
penalty.  To use ADIFOR derivatives with the
NPSOLN optimizer, Boeing rewrote the NPSOLN
subroutine which calculates the gradients so that the
original code is used for function evaluations and the
ADIFOR code is used for gradient evaluations.

    Results   
Results for the Vibration Function are presented first,

followed by results for the Inplane Function.  For each
objective function, the ADIFOR derivatives are
compared with finite-difference derivatives and then

optimization results are presented.  All optimization
results start from the initial design provided by Boeing
which is a good preliminary rotor blade design.  The
design variables are normalized so that they are −1.0 at
a lower bound and +1.0 at an upper bound.  The
constraint and objective function values are normalized
by these initial design values.

Five labels will be used in the following sections to
identify the results.  CONMIN refers to the SLP
scheme in which the optimizer is CONMIN and
includes the approximate analysis described by equations
(1) and (2).  NPSOLN refers to the SQP scheme in
which the optimizer is NPSOLN.  KSOPT refers to the
SUMT scheme in which the optimizer is KSOPT.  A
suffix of “–AD” will be used to indicate the use of
ADIFOR derivatives and a suffix of “–FD” will be used
to indicate the use of finite-difference derivatives.  Note
that all results shown are from the analysis and not
from approximations.

    Vibration        Function        Timing        Comparison   
One result from this study is the rather large

difference in how much CPU time was needed to
perform one design iteration with ADIFOR derivatives
(366 minutes) versus finite-difference derivatives (209
minutes).  Recall that a design iteration consists of
analysis, derivatives calculation, and line search.  Both
timings are for the Vibration Function using the
NPSOLN optimizer on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation
with 128 megabytes of memory and 877 megabytes of
swap space.  Note that the finite-difference design
iteration does not include timings related to any step-
size study and the ADIFOR design iteration includes 8
extra function evaluations as previously described.   The
timing ratio for a design iteration using the ADIFOR
derivatives compared to a design iteration using the
finite-difference derivatives in the V11 code is 1.75.
This ratio is similar to timing ratios from other
ADIFOR applications15,20.  For example in reference 15,
the timing ratio for the ADIFOR derivatives compared
to finite-difference derivatives ranges from 1 to 2.

    Vibration        Function        Derivative        Comparison   
The ADIFOR and finite-difference derivatives are

compared at two different design points.  The first
comparison is at the initial design and the second
comparison is at the final design generated by
CONMIN-AD.  The finite-difference derivatives are
generated with four step-sizes (0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001,
0.000001).

Table 1 compares the objective function gradients for
the initial design at selected design variables which are
representative of all the gradients.  The table shows
excellent agreement between objective function
derivatives generated by ADIFOR and finite-difference
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derivatives generated using Boeing’s default finite-
difference step-size (0.00001), except when the
derivative values are small (e.g., design variables 3 and
5).  The discrepancy in the derivatives can be attributed
to finite-difference step-size choice.  For example for
design variables 26, 53, and 56, the finite-difference
derivative is dependent on step-size choice.  The table
also shows that, for finite-difference derivatives, a step-
size that is good for one design variable might not be
the best for another design variable.  For example, a
step-size of 0.001 is not good for design variables 21
and 26 but is good for most of the other design
variables.

Table 2 compares the objective function gradients at
a different point in design space — the CONMIN–AD
optimized design.  For this design, the finite-difference
derivatives are very step-size dependent compared to the
initial design (Table 1), indicating that the step-size
must be adjusted during the course of optimization if
finite-difference derivatives were used.  For example, for
design variables 2, 4, 7, and 35, a step-size of 0.001 is
a better choice than the default step-size of 0.00001 for
the finite-difference derivatives.  This is not a concern
with the ADIFOR derivatives since they are not
dependent on step-size.

    Vibration        Function        Optimization        Results
The ADIFOR derivatives are used in three

optimization procedures and the finite-difference
derivatives are used in two optimization procedures.  All
procedures start from the same initial design.  Figure 1
shows the Vibration Function optimization history.
The CONMIN–AD, KSOPT–AD, and NPSOLN–AD
results are shown in Figure 1a.  The KSOPT–FD and
NPSOLN–FD results are shown in Figure 1b.  Table 3
compares the optimization results for all the
optimization schemes.  The optimization procedures
found different minima and required different numbers of
design iterations to converge.  As indicated in Figure
1a, the CONMIN–AD result had the lowest objective
function value but it required the most design iterations
to converge.  The nonlinearity of the objective function
required the use of small move limits on the design
variables during a design iteration.  These move limits
were reduced manually during the optimization when the
analysis and the linear approximation differed
significantly at the end of the design iteration.  For
example, in Figure 1a at design iterations 10 and 21,
the increase in the objective function is due to a poor
match between analysis and linear approximation.

KSOPT–AD found a lower minimum and required
fewer design iterations than KSOPT–FD.  However, the
NPSOLN results were reversed.  NPSOLN–FD found a
lower minimum and required fewer design iterations
than NPSOLN–AD.  This result is consistent with the

fact that differences in the gradient values lead to
different search paths which in turn can lead to different
local optima.  The NPSOLN-FD code failed on a restart
because the approximate Hessian was not restored and
the algorithm pushed the design into an infeasible
region, where the TECH-01 iterations failed to
converge.

A closer examination of the designs in Table 3
shows that many of the design variable values are the
same for the NPSOLN–AD, KSOPT–FD, and KSOPT–
AD designs.  The NPSOLN–FD and CONMIN–AD
designs are different than the other three and are also
different from each other.  The NPSOLN–FD
optimization design is the only design which has the
first design variable reaching its upper bound.

    Vibration        Function        Alpha        Test   
Figure 1 indicates that various minima were found.

A test denoted the “alpha test” was performed to
determine whether the optimizers correctly identified
several local minima or whether the optimizer stopped
prematurely.  For example, why did the KSOPT–FD
optimizer not find the lower result found by the
KSOPT–AD method?  (Note that this alpha test was
originally suggested by R. T. Haftka and has been used
in various studies30–31).  With the alpha test, the
objective function is evaluated at regular intervals
between two solution points (X1 and X2).  Each
intermediate point X is determined by varying a
parameter called α  from 0 to 1 in the following
expression:

X X X= + −α α1 21( ) (3)

The objective function is plotted as a function of α .
If a smooth and monotonically decreasing curve results,
then one must look at the analysis to determine why the
optimizer stopped at X1 and not X2.  If the curve is
irregular, it usually indicates that the objective function
has many local minima.

As shown in Figure 1, KSOPT–AD found a lower
minimum than the KSOPT–FD.  Figure 2 shows the
alpha test results between the KSOPT–FD result X1

(F=0.70461, α=0.0) and the KSOPT–AD result X2

(F=0.64087, α=1.0).  The objective function is very
nonlinear between these two designs.  There appears to
be a local minimum around the finite-difference result
X1 so that the optimizer stopped there instead of finding
the lower value found using ADIFOR derivatives.

As shown in Figure 1, CONMIN–AD (F=0.56481)
found a lower minimum than KSOPT-AD (F=0.64087).
Another alpha test was performed between these 2
designs.  Figure 3 suggests that the objective function
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is highly nonlinear and does experience various local
minima.  

   Inplane        Function        Derivative        Comparison   
The ADIFOR and finite-difference derivatives are

compared at the initial design for the Inplane Function.
The finite-difference derivatives are generated with four
step-sizes (0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.000001).

Table 4 compares the objective function gradients for
the initial design at selected design variables.  The table
shows excellent agreement between the objective
function derivatives generated by ADIFOR and finite-
difference derivatives generated by Boeing’s default
finite-difference step-size (0.00001) except for design
variables 5 and 10.  A step-size of 0.0001 appears good
for all design variables.  A step-size of 0.001 is not
good for design variables 21 and 26.

   Inplane        Function        Optimization        Results   
The ADIFOR derivatives are used in three

optimization procedures and finite-difference derivatives
are used in two optimization procedures.  All procedures
start from the same initial design.  Figure 4 shows the
optimization history for all the schemes as a function of
design iteration.  The CONMIN–AD, KSOPT–AD, and
NPSOLN–AD results are shown in Figure 4a.  The
KSOPT–FD and NPSOLN–FD results are shown in
Figure 4b.  For the Inplane Function, neither
NPSOLN–FD nor NPSOLN–AD was able to reduce the
objective function as well as KSOPT–AD, KSOPT–
FD, and CONMIN–AD.  Table 5 compares the
optimization results for all the optimization schemes.
NPSOLN–FD and NPSOLN–AD could only reduce the
objective function by about 5 percent.  KSOPT–AD,
KSOPT–FD, and CONMIN–AD were able to reduce the
objective function by about 60 percent.  A closer
examination of the designs in Table 5 shows that many
of the design variable values are the same for the
NPSOLN–AD, KSOPT–FD, and KSOPT–AD designs.
We are still trying to understand why the NPSOLN
optimizer stopped so soon.

    Concluding Remarks   
Since 1995 Boeing Helicopter Philadelphia and the

Multidisciplinary Optimization Branch at NASA
Langley Research Center have been involved in a joint
effort examining issues involved in applying gradient-
based optimization methods and efficient sensitivity
analysis to Boeing Helicopter’s proprietary V11 code.
The general purpose automatic differentiation tool called
Automatic Differentiation of FORTRAN (ADIFOR)
was used to obtain sensitivity derivatives.  Three
optimization schemes using general-purpose optimizers
(CONMIN, NPSOLN, and KSOPT) were used to solve

a low vibration rotor design problem with 56 design
variables representing the level of section mass,
stiffness (in flap, chord, and torsion), and chordwise
center of gravity position for the different stations along
the span of the blade.  Two objective functions were
used.  The first objective function (denoted Vibration
Function) was a linear combination of hub loads and
forces.  The second objective function (denoted Inplane
Function) was a linear combination of inplane hub
loads.  The only constraint was an upper and lower
bound on blade weight.

It was fairly simple to process the V11 code through
ADIFOR once the code was changed to satisfy the
ANSI standard.  The ADIFOR derivative code required a
large amount of memory to execute.  A design iteration
(analysis, sensitivity analysis, and line search) using the
ADIFOR derivatives took about 75 percent longer to
compute than a design iteration using the finite-
difference derivatives which is consistent with previous
ADIFOR applications.  The finite-difference derivative
time used for comparison was for a given step-size.
The ADIFOR derivatives were compared with finite-
difference derivatives at several step-sizes for several
designs.  It was shown that the finite-difference
derivatives were very step-size dependent while the
ADIFOR derivatives were exact.  The cost of
determining the proper step-size should be considered
when choosing between ADIFOR and finite-difference
derivatives.

Both ADIFOR derivatives and finite-difference
derivatives were used in several optimization schemes
for both objective functions.  For the Vibration
Function, the different optimization schemes identified
several different local minima.  For the Inplane
Function, it was found that choice of optimizer was
very important.  NPSOLN using either ADIFOR
derivatives or finite-difference derivatives was not able
to reduce the objective function by more than 5 percent.
Both CONMIN and KSOPT using either ADIFOR
derivatives or finite-difference derivatives were able to
reduce the objective function by about 60 percent.
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Table 1.  Comparison of objective function gradients for initial design — Vibration Function

DV Scaled  Scaled Objective Function Derivatives
No. X Finite difference (step-size) ADIFOR

(0.001) (0.0001) (0.00001)* (0.000001)
1 -1.000000 0.267894 0.264466 0.264996 0.265380 0.265042
2 -0.299511 0.009128 0.009133 0.009194 0.009337 0.009129
3 -0.547333 0.000054 0.000064 0.000061 0.000862 0.000054
4 -1.000000 -0.000302 -0.000301 -0.000260 -0.000176 -0.000302
5 -0.842483 0.000001 0.000006 0.000023 0.000078 0.000001
7 0.017657 0.012525 0.012408 0.011635 -0.007819 0.012547

10 -0.709089 0.000012 0.000012 0.000023 0.000701 0.000012
21 -0.826086 0.030332 0.111996 0.114020 0.114669 0.114294
26 -1.000000 -0.066428 0.004358 0.006627 0.007338 0.006920
35 -0.860322 0.028158 0.028137 0.028161 0.028359 0.028134
53 -1.000000 -0.024887 -0.047656 -0.048948 -0.047871 -0.047964
56 -0.322034 -0.000459 -0.000455 -0.000374 0.000396 -0.000459

* Step-size used in finite-difference optimization
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Table 2.  Comparison of objective function gradients for CONMIN-AD optimized design - Vibration Function

DV Scaled  Scaled Objective Function Derivatives
No.  X Finite difference (step-size) ADIFOR

 (0.001) (0.0001) (0.00001)* (0.000001)
1 -0.988316 0.020598 0.022351 0.022270 0.018428 0.022890
2 -0.876564 0.001590 0.001559 0.000922 -0.002849 0.001596
3 -0.703650 0.000083 0.000058 -0.000408 -0.006652 0.000093
4 -0.255481 0.000024 -0.000186 -0.000862 -0.012195 0.000033
5 -0.963706 -0.000002 -0.000015 -0.000638 -0.002012 0.000000
7 0.005231 0.002265 0.011723 0.127495 0.123511 0.002292

10 -1.000000 -0.000003 -0.000046 -0.000101 0.000015 0.000002
21 -0.399443 0.035501 0.036102 0.035369 0.035574 0.036175
26 -0.999300 -0.065723 -0.056733 -0.056674 -0.057738 -0.056652
35 -0.959707 0.006113 0.006115 0.005736 0.003701 0.006195
53 -1.000000 0.214883 0.201452 0.202390 0.196713 0.203081
56 -0.931666 -0.001570 -0.001625 -0.001861 -0.003850 -0.001557

* Step-size used in finite-difference optimization

Table 3.  Comparison of optimization results — Vibration Function.

NPSOLN
(SQP)

CONMIN and Approx.
Analysis

(SLP)

KSOPT
(SUMT)

 FD ADIFOR ADIFOR FD ADIFOR
Scaled F 0.65361 0.70566 0.56481 0.70461 0.64087
Scaled g 1.685 1.223 1.324 1.198 1.291
No. of design
iterations 7 11 68 20 11

DV No. Scaled X
1 1.00000 -1.00000 -0.98832 -1.00000 -0.99819
2 -0.56035 -0.31320 -0.87656 -0.31344 -0.31634
3 -0.74979 -0.54748 -0.70365 -0.54746 -0.54780
4 -1.00000 -1.00000 -0.25548 -0.99954 -0.99988
5 -1.00000 -0.84248 -0.96371 -0.84249 -0.84248
7 0.89379 -0.00062 0.00523 0.00022 -0.00475

10 -0.75603 -0.70909 -1.00000 -0.70910 -0.70909
21 -1.00000 -0.40687 -0.39944 -0.58638 -0.29573
26 0.33150 -1.00000 -0.99930 -1.00000 -0.99636
35 -0.89695 -0.90080 -0.95971 -0.90521 -0.89245
53 -0.59309 -1.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000
54 -1.00000 -0.21116 -0.41148 -0.34910 -0.34987
56 -0.33765 -0.34196 -0.93167 -0.33939 -0.36348
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Table 4.  Comparison of objective function gradients for initial design — Inplane Function

DV Scaled  Scaled Objective Function Derivatives
No.  X Finite difference (step-size) ADIFOR

(0.001) (0.0001) (0.00001)* (0.000001)
1 -1.000000 -0.367694 -0.367301 -0.367549 -0.367673 -0.367539
2 -0.299511 -0.013693 -0.013700 -0.013758 -0.013960 -0.013693
3 -0.547333 -0.000460 -0.000462 -0.000480 -0.000873 -0.000460
4 -1.000000 0.000184 0.000182 0.000171 0.000030 0.000184
5 -0.842483 0.000006 0.000004 -0.000026 -0.000303 0.000007
7 0.017657 -0.019038 -0.018888 -0.017493 -0.007448 -0.019045

10 -0.709089 0.000063 0.000060 0.000036 -0.000397 0.000064
21 -0.826086 0.334576 0.553610 0.552819 0.552591 0.552730
26 -1.000000 -0.543378 -0.350494 -0.351098 -0.351282 -0.351208
35 -0.860322 0.064729 0.064677 0.064644 0.064482 0.064672
53 -1.000000 -0.602101 -0.570575 -0.569799 -0.570418 -0.570271
54 -0.322502 -0.041768 -0.042607 -0.042702 -0.043283 -0.042644
56 -0.322034 -0.006766 -0.006770 -0.006830 -0.007600 -0.006765

* Step-size used in finite-difference optimization

Table 5.  Comparison of optimization results — Inplane Function.

NPSOLN
(SQP)

CONMIN and Approx.
Analysis

(SLP)

KSOPT
(SUMT)

 FD ADIFOR ADIFOR FD ADIFOR
Scaled F 0.945997 0.945997 0.411626 0.392064 0.40469
Scaled g 1.685 1.468 1.156 1.087 1.124
No. of design
iterations 1 2 25 13 14

DV No. Scaled X
1 -0.65358 -1.00000 -0.93437 -0.92768 -0.93627
2 -0.28583 -0.28582 -0.27985 -0.29650 -0.29744
3 -0.54688 -0.54687 -0.48491 -0.54726 -0.54727
4 -1.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000
5 -0.84249 -0.84249 -0.87262 -0.84248 -0.84248
7 0.03671 0.03670 0.01912 0.02160 0.02049

10 -0.70915 -0.70915 -0.78193 -0.70910 -0.70910
21 -1.00000 -1.00000 -0.92234 -0.93769 -0.88858
26 -0.85393 -1.00000 -0.99408 -0.99790 -0.99991
35 -0.92500 -0.92499 -0.90643 -0.86399 -0.86650
53 -1.00000 -1.00000 -0.89057 -0.97352 -0.96392
56 -0.31528 -0.31527 -0.28337 -0.31929 -0.32081
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Figure 1.  Vibration Function optimization
       history.
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Figure 2.  Alpha test for KSOPT design —
      Vibration Function.
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Figure 3.  Alpha test for KSOPT–AD and
     CONMIN–AD design — Vibration Function.
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Figure 4.  Inplane Function optimization history.


